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Abstract. A parallel dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF coupling is here investigated. Dual-
grid multiscale couplings have been recently used to address different engineering problems
involving the interaction between granular phases and complex fluid flows. Nevertheless,
previous studies did not focus on the parallel performance of such a coupling and were,
therefore, limited to relatively small applications. In this contribution, we propose an
insight into the performance of the dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF method for three-
phase flows when operated in parallel. In particular,we focus on a famous benchmark
case for three-phase flows and assess the influence of the partitioning algorithm on the
scalability of the dual-grid algorithm.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this work, a parallelization strategy for a multiscale DEM-VOF method is inves-
tigated. This CFD-DEM coupling was recently used to approach several different en-
gineering problems, ranging from process industry [1, 3] to additive manufacturing [4].
Nevertheless, achieving good parallel performance is mandatory in order to address a
wider range of engineering applications within a reasonable computational time [2].

The dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF method introduced in [1] holds significant advan-
tages over standard DEM-VOF method as it allows obtaining grid-convergent results and
a better interface tracking. Despite the fact that its computational cost is comparable
with the mono-scale DEM-VOF method, its enhanced complexity makes its parallel ex-
ecution non trivial, as the inter-scale communication introduced in with the dual-grid
approach can represent a possible issue for the algorithm performance.

In [12], we proposed a parallelization strategy for generic CFD-DEM couplings that
allows overcoming and important inter-physics communication bottleneck. This strategy
consists of imposing a co-location constraint between the partitions of the CFD and DEM
domains and perform the inter-physics exchanges locally. As shown in [12] this allows
improving the performance of the inter-physic exchange, but it reduces the flexibility in
the partitioning of the domain, not allowing partitioning configurations that violates the
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co-location constraint. In [12], we pointed out how this limitation would be more severe
in case of non-uniformly distributed loads.

In this contribution, we investigate the parallel performance of the multiscale DEM-
VOF method and compare it with a standard DEM-VOF coupling parallelized with an
overlapping domain approach [5]. We show how the enhanced complexity of the multiscale
method can be translated in an higher flexibility in the domain partitioning, and how this
advantage allows it to address large-scale problems and scale over hundreds of processes.

2 METHODOLOGY

In the multiscale DEM-VOF method, two different CFD grids are adopted, one for
the coupling between the CFD and the DEM code and one for the solution of the fluid
equations [1]. As shown in figure 1, a coarse grid is chosen to perform the coupling
between CFD and DEM code at a bulk scale, while a finer and non-uniform grid is
adopted to discretize the CFD equations. An interpolation strategy between the grids
ensures the correct exchange of information between the bulk scale at which the inter-
physics coupling is performed and the fluid fine scale at which the fluid equations are
solved. In [1] the method was shown to produce grid-convergent results and to provide a
higher accuracy if compared to a standard DEM-VOF method. Nevertheless, its enhanced
complexity can represent an issue for its parallelization, that is needed to approach large-
scale problems [2].

In this contribution, the dynamic module of the XDEM Platform [1, 6, 4], is used to
resolve the dynamic of the discrete entities moving in the presence of a multiphase flow.
We here repropose the equations resolved by this module, for a deeper insight into those
equation we refer the reader to [1], and citation within. Positions and orientations of the
particles are updated at every time-step according to

mi
d2

dt2
xi = Fcoll + Fdrag + Fg, (1)

Ii
d2

dt2
φi = Mcoll + Mext, (2)

where xi are the positions, mi the masses, and φ the orientations of the entities. The
term Fc accounts for the force arising from collisions

Fcoll =
∑
i 6=j

Fij(xj,uj,φj,ωj), (3)

with uj the velocity of particle j, and ω the angular velocity. The term Mcoll is the torque
acting on the particle due to collisions

Mcoll =
∑
i 6=j

Mij(xj,uj,φj,ωj), (4)

with Mij the torque acted to particle i from particle j . The term Fdrag takes into
account the force rising from the interaction with the fluid. Finally, Fg accounts for the
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Figure 1: Schematic of the solution procedure for the bulk and fine length-scale in
the simulation. The two boxes represent the different models adopted, while the arrows
show schematically the communication between the scales. A coarse grid (top) is used to
perform the volume averaging and to solve the fluid-particle interaction. Particle-related
fields are mapped to the supporting domain (bottom) then, a finer grid is used to solve
the fluid equations.

gravitational force. For the estimation of Fdrag we adopt a semi-empirical

Fdrag = β(uf − up), (5)

β = β(uf − up, ρf , ρp, dp, Ap, µf , ε), (6)

where uf , up the fluid and particle velocity respectively, ρf , ρp the respective densities,
dp, Ap the particle characteristic length and area, µf the fluid viscosity, and ε the porosity,
defined as the ratio between the volume occupied by the fluid and the total volume of the
CFD cell. For the sake of generality, β is modeled according to [8].

During its parallel execution, XDEM geometrically decomposes the simulation domain
in regularly fixed-size cells that are used to distribute the load between the processes.
As better described in [12], every process is only responsible for a set of cells that will
define its sub-domain. In this way, every process only performs the calculation and holds
knowledge of the particles that belong to its sub-domain.

The XDEM platform offers different possibilities for the domain partitioning [7]. in
particular, a dedicated partitioner that is able to force a co-location constraint between
XDEM and OpenFoam partitions as proposed in [12]. In this contribution, we compare
the performance obtained with the above mentioned partitioner, a Scotch partitioner,
Zoltan-RIB and and one based on Orthogonal Recursive Bisection (ORB).
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2.1 Equations solved in the CFD Domain

The fluid flow equations are instead resolved with the OpenFOAM-extend libraries.
The solver proposed in [1, 9] is adopted for tackling the general case of an unsteady
incompressible multiphase flow through an evolving porous media. The set of equations
governing such incompressible particle-laden flow takes the form:

∂ερfuf

∂t
+∇ · (ερfufuf ) = −ε∇p+∇ ·

(
εµf

(
∇uf +∇Tuf

))
+ TΓ + Fb + Ffpi, (7)

∇ · εuf =
∂ε

∂τ
. (8)

with uf the fluid velocity, p the fluid pressure, Fb a generic body force. Ffpi is the fluid-
particle interaction force, that is the exact counterpart of Fdrag. The definition of Ffpi

is treated with the semi-implicit algorithm proposed in [10]. Viscosity and density are
functions on the fluid phase and can be written in the form:

ρf (x) = ρ1α(x) + ρ2(1− α(x)), (9)

µf (x) = µ1α(x) + µ2(1− α(x)), (10)

where α is the volume fraction defined as

α =
1

V

∫
V

χ(x)dx, (11)

χ =

{
1 if first fluid,
0 if second fluid.

(12)

α is modeled as a scalar transported by the fluid flow for which:

∂εα

∂t
+∇ · (εαuf ) +∇ · (εα(1− α)uc) = 0, (13)

must hold. In equation 13, uc is the relative velocity between the two-phases referred
to as compression velocity. The third term is introduced in order to avoid an excessive
numerical dissipation.

The OpenFOAM libraries [11] are as well parallelized using domain decomposition. The
computational domain, where the CFD equations are defined, is split into sub-domains
assigned to each process available at run time. A separate copy of the code is run on each
MPI process. The single processes exchange information through a dedicated boundary
class as described in [11]. The OpenFOAM libraries offer different partitioning algorithm.
In this contribution, we partition the CFD grid of the monoscale DEM-VOF coupling
and the coarse grid of the multiscale DEM-VOF coupling enforcing a co-location with
the DEM domain as described in [12] For the fine grid we instead use the native Scotch
partitioner of OpenFOAM.
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Figure 2: Three-phase dam-break. Simulation setup.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Three-phase dam-break. Different Partition strategies with mono-scale and
multiscale approach 3a, and corner zoom for the Multiscale approach 3b.

3 TEST-CASES

The dam break is a very famous benchmark for two-phase flows simulations. In [1], the
benchmark was chosen to underline the advantages of the multiscale DEM-VOF method
over the classical DEM-VOF method in terms of accuracy and computational traceability.
Here, we propose the parallel execution of this benchmark to show how the enhanced
complexity of the multiscale approach can translate into a higher flexibility for the domain
partitioning. This offers significant advantages in terms of parallel performance and, in
particular, allows to maintain the advantages of the strategy proposed in [12], and at
the same time to use advanced partitioning strategies. With this purpose, we compare
the parallel execution of a mono-scale DEM-VOF coupling using a co-located partitions
strategy, with the parallel execution of a multiscale DEM-VOF coupling where the coarse
grid is partitioned using a co-located partitions strategy, while the fine grid is partitioned
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Figure 4: Three-phase dam-break. Comparison between Experimental data as in [1] and
numerical simulation with the parallel multiscale DEM-VOF Method. Good agreement
can be observed.
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Figure 5: Three-phase dam-break. Execution time as a function of the number of pro-
cesses. better parallel performance is observed for the multiscale approach

with native OpenFOAM algorithms.
The simulation parameters are chosen accordingly to what presented in [1]. As shown in

figure 2, a configuration without intermediate obstacle is adopted, in a box of dimensions
0.2m x 0.1m x 0.3m. A column of water of extension 0.05m x 0.1m x 0.1m is posed at
the left corner containing a uniformly layered bed of spherical particles. All the spheres
have an identical diameter of 2.7mm. As already proposed in [1], we adopt a fine grid
discretized with 500k identical cubic cells while the coarse grid discretized with 6k identical
volumes. For the mono-scale approach, a domain discretization of 48k cells is adopted,
and no coarse grid is used.

The liquid (heavy phase) density and viscosity are 1000kg/m3 and 10−3 Pa s respec-
tively. The gas (light phase) features a density of 1 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 10−5 Pa s.
The particle density is 2500 kg/m3. For the particle inter-collisions and the particle-wall
collisions, a linear dashpot impact model is chosen with a spring constant of 1000N/m,
a restitution coefficient of 0.9 and a friction coefficient of 0.3.
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Figure 6: Three-phase dam-break. Speedup as a function of the number of processes.
better parallel performance is observed for the multiscale approach

Figure 4 shows how the parallel execution with the strategy presented in this article,
produces the same results as the sequential that have a very good agreement with experi-
mental data. As extensively pointed out in [1], the accuracy obtained with this approach
is significantly better than the one provided by the monoscale DEM-VOF.

In figure 3, the partitioning for the two cases is shown. One can observe how, in the
mono-scale case, both the CFD and the DEM domains are partitioned uniformly in order
to ensure perfect alignment between the partitions, according to a standard co-located
partitions strategy. Due to the non-uniform distribution of the particles, this constraint
results in all the particles to be assigned to a single process. On the other hand, in
the multiscale approach, the coarse grid and the DPM grid are always perfectly aligned
by construction. This is possible due to the fact that the coarse grid can be chosen
independently from the fluid requirements. Therefore, the fine grid can be distributed
in an independent way, trying to optimize the ratio between the load balance and the
communication.

As preliminary discussed in [1], the usage of a finer CFD grid makes the multiscale
approach more computationally expensive than a mono-scale DEM-VOF. Nevertheless,
when operated in sequential, the overall computation time is comparable with the one
involved in a mono-scale simulation. One can observe this in figure 5, where we report the
computational time of the simulation time as a function of the number of MPI processes for
both the mono-scale and the multiscale approaches. It is important to notice how, despite
the multiscale simulation requires more time in sequential, it performs significantly better
in the parallel execution. In particular, when using more than 2 processes, the multiscale
approach is faster than the mono-scale despite the heavier CFD load. Furthermore, it can
be observed how the partitioning strategy influences the performance of the coupling, that
always remains better than the standard DEM-VOF. This can be explained by observing
figure 6 that proposes the speedup of the two approaches as a function of the number of
processes. It is clearly shown how the multiscale approach performs significantly better
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than the mono-scale one.
In conclusion, the multiscale approach to the DEM-VOF coupling has the important

advantage over the standard DEM-VOF method of allowing adopting more complex parti-
tioning strategies. This leads to improved parallel performance up to the counter-intuitive
result of allowing a simulation that uses an heavier CFD grid to run faster than one that
uses a coarser one. Therefore, if compared to a standard monoscale method, the multiscale
approach is shown to provide not only a better accuracy but also a reduced computational
time when parallel execution is involved.

3.1 CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the parallel performance of a dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF coupling.
Perfectly aligned co-located partitions between the DEM domain and the CFD domain
associated with the bulk scale were chosen, while an independent discretization for the
CFD domain associated with the fine scale was adopted. This allowed avoiding inter-
process communication between the CFD and the DEM part and, at the same time,
keeping flexibility on the domain partitioning. A benchmark case has been discussed
to assess consistency and performances of the proposed strategy. Results showed how
the dual-grid multiscale approach can achieve better parallel performance than a single-
grid CFD-DEM coupling for inhomogeneous cases. Furthermore, different partitioning
algorithms have been tested and results reported for offering guidance to future works.
One of the main benefits of the current strategy consists of the possibility of adopting
different partitioning algorithms for the DEM domain and the CFD fine grid, that can be
completely independent from one another without triggering inter-physics communication.
For future studies, an in-depth analysis of the parallel performance of the grid-to-grid
interpolation would be of great interest.
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